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Equipment in industry needs AI since 
becomes data driven



Financial Human

Types of Assets

Physical IntangibleInformation



Data driven methods are 
well known for long



Scale up and populate.. 
The Achilles heel



The infrastructure



Where?



Conceptual view of AI 
platform



Fully centralized decision 

system



Semi centralized decision 

system



Fully Decentralized decision 

system



What characterizes industry 

and transport systems?



Edge computing is on the rise in 
many industries



Multiple layer Edge computing 
architecture



Edge agents versus cloud centralized



Traditional way, we transfer everything 
to cloud



The cloud provides the services one by 
one....



With Multi agent for large fleet



Why AI@edge



AI workflow @edge



Social agentes: The middleware



The analytics



Analytics and expectations also 
change



Types of data 

analytics



Descriptive analytics



The challenge in Descriptive analytics



What is context or fingerprint? 
“Any information that can be used to characterize the situation of entities 

that are considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an 
application”

“A pattern of behavior or relations among variables that are outside of the 
subjects of design manipulation and potentially affect user behavior and 
system performance”

Dey et al.
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–“An application’s ability to adapt to 
changing circumstances and respond 
according to the context of use”

– Issues in context awareness system 
implementing
• How is context represented?

• How frequently does context information have 
to be consulted?

• What are the minimal services an environment 
needs to provide to make context awareness 
feasible?

• ...

What is context awareness? 



Railway context



Types of data 
analytics



PROGNOSTICS
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The challenge in Diagnostics analytics



“Black Swan Event: An event or occurrence that deviates beyond 

what is normally expected of a situation and that would be extremely difficult to predict.”



Known 

unknowns 

Unknown 

unknowns, 

black swans 

Diagnosis and surprising events: 



Black Swan Losses

• Loss Distribution

– Tail events are rare –
very little data

– Typically strong model 
assumptions



Types of data 

analytics



Feature of item n 
crosses boundary in 
time t

RUL considering two 
features

Predictive analytics:RUL 

prediction
Feature of item n 
crosses boundary in 
time t+dt



PHM, Issues and challenges

⚫Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) 
systems must be highly customized to the specific 
equipment being monitored.



⚫OUR GOAL is to develop a robust, 
general prognostics capability 
that can be applied to many 
situations.



How’s your crystal ball 
working?

Sharpening
the crystal ball



Prognostic Horizon 

How Far Do You Want to See 

Into the Future?

Predictive 

Obstruction

Predictive 

Horizon

Choose One

▪ Detect Train Just 

Before it Hits You,                                                            

or

▪ Detect Train Far 

Enough in Advance 

to Take The “Right”

Evasive Action



The picture of Dorian Gray
The challenge in predictive analytics



SHALL WE BE ABLE TO 

DETECT AND IDENTIFY THE 

SWAN SONG OF OUR ASSETS?



Huge gap between data science 
and O&M



Data driven or model based?



Types of data 

analytics



Prescriptive Model
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Maintenainers demand: Operational recommendations with RUL 
estimations characterised via deterioration process, probability 

model, possible tasks

Prescriptive analytics:RUL prediction 
and simulation of scenarios



Prognosis information: Particle filter
considering context

Prescriptive analytics:RUL prediction 
and simulation of scenarios
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Can you predict and track the root 
cause of chaos?



The Impact of Industrial AI: From solving 
visible problems to avoiding invisible 

ones





NFF Non Fault Found in railway

signalling



Ground

currents

and ghost

trains



Railway sabotage or cyber attacks



Challenges in 

likelihood
• All probability statements are based on the assumptions of the models

• We normally do not admit that data are contaminated or that data sets 
may not reflect what we think they reflect

• Thus we almost certainly overestimate the confidence in our analysis



Prescriptive challenge: The digital 
butterfly effect



Is my ML model enough?



Digital Twin, the social entity



1st layer: Virtual assets as DT 

harmonizers

Fig. 2. Virtual Assets are the software components that
standardise the data arising from the assets before
it is sent to the Digital Twins. Shown in the figure
are the three components of standardised data, which
enable the Digital Twins to implement the correct
algorithms. The figure showcases examples for three
di↵erent machines of two di↵erent kinds, the machine
type is specified in the Machine Ident ifier. In this case
thefirst number in the ident ifier indicates themachine
type and the second the machine ID within this type.

Fig. 3. The analyt ics engine of a generic Digital Twin
model employs di↵erent algorithms, depending on the
asset it is associated with. The figure describes this
for the case of a t ransportat ion asset and two other
manufacturing machines in an indust ry.

diverse set of analyt ic algorithms. These form the Analyt ic
Engine of the Digital Twin. Typically for each kind of
asset , their associated Digital Twins may run di↵erent
kind of algorithms. Which algorithms will the Twins run
is determined by the needs of the asset manager and
conveyed by the Social Plat form. An output manager
monitors the st reams of data flowing out of the twin, and
is thus responsible for data sharing and collaborat ion with
its friends in the asset fleet .

The algorithms run by the analyt ic engine of the Digital
Twin may address tasks like health management , perfor-
mance opt imisat ion, and other opt ional features which

may be part icular to that asset type. The figure 3 shows
how prognost ics and diagnost ics are performed for all the
assets, but certain tasks like load management and path
determinat ion are performed for the t ransportat ion assets
only. Addit ionally, algorithms support ing a hypothet ical
cent ralised clustering performed by the Social Plat form
can be implemented in the analyt ics engine here. For
example, a secondary hand-shake dist ributed clustering
algorithm can be implemented on agents to reinforce cen-
t ralised clustering.

The comput ing capabilit ies of the agents allow for a
flexible heterarchy of the system. For instance, when
a system is in operat ing state, the algorithms in the
Digital Twins keep processing data both from themselves
and from collaborat ing assets. This allows the algorithms
(often designed to infer empirically-based models) to learn
in real-t ime. This automat ised heterarchy can be stopped
at any t ime by request of the Social Plat form.

3.3 Third Layer: the Social Platform

The Social Plat form forms the third layer of the proposed
architecture. Hosted in a single or mult iple servers in the
cloud, the Social Plat form is both a gateway for human-
Digital Twin interact ion, and also an enabler for asset
to asset communicat ions. The primary capabilit ies of the
Plat form are shown in figure 1. These are running enter-
prise level algorithms which are implemented using data
provided by the whole asset network, and storing the rele-
vant system data in a repository. Algorithms implemented
on the Plat form are focused on performing enterprise level
opt imisat ion, and extract ing fleet performance trends.

Collaborat ion among assets becomes efficient when an as-
set priorit ises the data originat ing from its friends (similar
assets). To enable this in our architecture, a mat rix com-
prising of distances (similarit ies) between assets is formed
and stored in theSocial Plat form. Wecall it the ‘friendship
matrix. As the system operates, inter-asset similarit ies are
calculated at regular intervals, subsequent ly updat ing the
friendship matrix. Similarity may be calculated based on
a variety of indicators such as feature data, machine type,
environmental data, etc. Since it is a common channel for
the data flowing in the MAS, the Plat form theoret ically
is best informed to calculate similarity metrics. This is
done through Enterprise level algorithms such as k-means
clustering. Otherwise, decentralised clustering can also
be run in the analyt ics engine of the Digital Twin. The
informat ion regarding the asset ’s clusters will in any case
be in stored in the Plat form’s data repository, in form of
a friendship mat rix.

For each asset , its cohort of collaborat ing assets is given by
the N closest assets in the friendship mat rix. Collaborat ive
learning is then implemented by sharing data between
pairs of “ friends” . The data received by an asset from a
friend may be weighted in the algorithms running in the
analyt ics engine of the Digital Twin according to their
est imated similarity.

3.4 Collaborative Learning

In a fleet of assets a rare catast rophic failure may occur
only to a small subset of assets. In this case, it would



2nd layer: Virtual assets as DT 

harmonizers



3rd layer: The social platform



The social network as service enabler

without humans



Types of data 

analytics





Concluding remarks

• M2M is not possible due to lack of standards

• Multiagent and federated learning are good starting point 
for the facebook of the machines

• Machines may not talk but DTs can

• In unmanned and unattended assets social network can 
provide added value services and reduce need for humans
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